LEGAL AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

In modern society, keeping up with technology is critical to the
success of any business or the productivity of any individual. The
choice of technology can be the difference between survival and
leadership.
As the workplace becomes more digitized and the workforce
becomes more mobile, printer and copier devices must also adapt
and evolve.
Printer technology and satisfaction lag the electronics innovation
most employees expect. Nor has there been any major entrant to
help shake change.
Until now.

Samsung is applying its ingenuity to develop breakthrough printing
solutions that ignite productivity. Only Samsung has the electronics
expertise to design and build a printer that fits the way society
works today.
Printing for the modern world has arrived.

Samsung is printing innovation.

For more information
about Samsung Printing Solutions,
visit www.samsung.com/PrintingInnovation

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and shapes the
future with transformative ideas and technologies, redefining the
worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, cameras,
digital appliances, printers, medical equipment, network systems
and semiconductors. We are also leading in the Internet of Things

Real value. True performance.
Always make the right impression
by using genuine Samsung supplies.
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space through, among others, our Digital Health and Smart Home
initiatives. We employ 307,000 people across 84 countries. To
discover more, please visit our official website at www.samsung.com
and our official blog at global.samsungtomorrow.com.

For more information
about genuine Samsung supplies,
visit www.samsung.com/GenuineSupplies
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CLOUD PRINT Public
The Next
On-the-Go Printing
Print anywhere,
Share with others
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BACKGROUND
Modern small offices or home offices (SOHOs) need a mobile printing solution that works as flexibly as they do. Busy SOHO
users need go-anywhere printing that offers easy connection, quality and the latest in mobile technology for superior business
mobility. Similarly, service providers of mobile guest printing seek a simplified mobile printing method that satisfies guests
while reducing time spent by staff helping guests print.

SOLUTION BENEFITS
Samsung Cloud Print™ Public offers SOHO users convenient, high-quality mobile printing with simple service setup.
Cloud technology simplifies connection from anywhere for advanced on-the-go printing.
Now with Samsung Cloud Print Public, service owners such as hotels and airports no longer need to spend excess time
showing guests how to print. Instead, Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) support allows guests to print easily from their own
mobile devices. Combined with separate pay-for-print billing, free Samsung Cloud Print allows owners to generate a new
revenue stream through guest printing.

SAMSUNG CLOUD PRINT PUBLIC

Usage Scenario
SOHO users can print quality documents easily from anywhere, regardless of location and without a PC.

On the go

Without a PC

Sharing the moment

Users send urgent print jobs to
the office printer while en route
to work.

Users easily print documents
from home or office without a PC.

Users send family pictures to a
faraway relative’s home printer.

Service owners can meet guest requirements for hassle-free public mobile printing while generating
revenue with the integration of a separate pay-for-print billing service.

Hotel, airport

School, library

Law firm, public office

Guests easily print from a
smartphone at the business center
without staff help.

Students print/scan handouts
from anywhere, with set page
limits for less waste.

Civil petitioners pay to print public
documents from a smartphone,
without a PC.

Feature
Hassle-free connection

Business-quality printing

With Samsung Cloud Print Public, device-to-printer connection
has never been easier. Now users can easily register the
printers to the cloud with their smartphone, using nearfield communication (NFC). Also, they can register the printers
using Wi-Fi, QR code or a MAC address.

Samsung’s cloud printing solution renders processes via
a cloud server that works much the way a PC works. As a
result, print quality is virtually the same as with a PC.

Print option control with cloud preview

Scan-to-cloud convenience

Cloud preview and a print option control enable users to
efficiently fine-tune print output to remove needless text,
images or pages. Plus, simple editing functions, such as
image rotation, help further refine printouts.

Users can scan to the cloud and share documents seamlessly
using any Samsung Cloud Print-enabled multifunction
printer (MFP). After scanning, users can choose to send the
scanned file directly to the phone or to cloud storage.

Simple phone number service sign-up
Registering for Samsung Cloud Print Public service is easy:
just download the Samsung Cloud Print app, authenticate the
phone number and sign-up is complete.

SAMSUNG CLOUD PRINT PUBLIC

Compatible Models
Model

Firmware Version

Model

Firmware Version

Model

Firmware Version

Model

Firmware Version

SL-M2835DW

V3.00.01.04

SL-M3875HD

V4.00.01.28

SL-C483FW

V3.00.01.03

SCX-8128NA

V5.D6.07

SL-M2836DW

V3.00.01.04

SL-M3870FW

V4.00.01.28

SL-C1404W

V4.00.01.06

SCX-8128ND

V5.D6.07

SL-M2830DW

V3.00.01.04

SL-M3875FW

V4.00.01.28

SL-C1810W

V4.00.02.15

SCX-8123NA

V5.D6.07

SL-M2885FW

V3.00.01.04

SL-M4070FR

V4.00.01.28

CLX-4195N

V4.00.02.20

SCX-8123ND

V5.D6.07

SL-M2880FW

V3.00.01.04

SL-M4075FR

V4.00.01.28

CLX-4195FN

V4.00.02.20

SL-K4350LX

V6.C6.04

SL-M3320ND

V4.00.01.31

SL-M4075HR

V4.00.01.28

C1454N

V4.00.02.20

SL-K4300LX

V6.C6.04

SL-M3325ND

V4.00.01.31

SL-M4070FX

V4.00.01.35

CLX-4195FW

V4.00.02.28

SL-K4250LX

V6.C6.04

SL-M3820ND

V4.00.01.31

SL-M4075FX

V4.00.01.35

SL-C1454FW

V4.00.01.06

SL-K4250RX

V6.C6.04

SL-M3825ND

V4.00.01.31

SL-M4072FD

V4.00.01.28

SL-C1860FW

V4.00.02.17

CLX-9352NA

V6.D6.07

SL-M3820DW

V4.00.01.31

SL-M4530NX

V3.00.01.02

SL-C2620DW

V4.00.01.28

CLX-9252NA

V6.D6.07

SL-M3825DW

V4.00.01.31

SL-M4530ND

V3.00.01.02

CLX-6260ND

V4.00.02.23

CLX-9821CO

V6.D6.07

SL-M4020ND

V4.00.01.31

SL-C430W

V3.00.01.02

CLX-6260FD

V4.00.02.23

CLX-9822CO

V6.D6.07

SL-M4025ND

V4.00.01.31

SL-C432W

V3.00.01.02

CLX-6260FR

V4.00.02.23

CLX-9301NA

V6.O6.06

SL-M4020NX

V4.00.01.35

SL-C433W

V3.00.01.02

CLX-6260FW

V4.00.02.24

CLX-9251NA

V6.O6.06

SL-M4025NX

V4.00.01.35

SL-C480W

V3.00.01.03

SL-C2670FW

V4.00.01.28

CLX-9251ND

V6.O6.06

SL-M3370FD

V4.00.01.28

SL-C482W

V3.00.01.03

SCX-8240NA

V5.C6.40

CLX-9201NA

V6.O6.06

SL-M3375FD

V4.00.01.28

SL-C483W

V3.00.01.03

SCX-8230NA

V5.C6.40

CLX-9201ND

V6.O6.06

SL-M3375HD

V4.00.01.28

SL-C480FN

V3.00.01.03

SCX-8238ND

V5.C6.40

SL-X4300LX

V6.C6.04

SL-M3870FD

V4.00.01.28

V5.C6.40

SL-X4250LX

V6.C6.04

V4.00.01.28

V3.00.01.03
V3.00.01.03

SCX-8248ND

SL-M3875FD

SL-C480FW
SL-C482FW

SCX-8128NX

V5.D6.07

SL-X4220RX

V6.C6.04

Solution Portfolio
Samsung offers a range of server-less, server-based and cloud-based printing solutions to satisfy each customer’s specific
infrastructure environment, from small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) to large enterprises.
Server-less

BUSINESS CORE™

SMART UX

Server-based

Cloud-based

BUSINESS PRO™

BUSINESS CLOUD

Samsung offers Samsung Cloud Print Public for professional printing regardless of location, and the Samsung Mobile
Print app for casual document printing, such as photos on smartphones.
Also, Samsung provides an enhanced cloud-based printing solution for small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) and
large enterprise environments where secure printing and document management are required.

Read more on how to use
Samsung Cloud Print Public at:
www.samsungcloudprint.com

